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INSIDE Technology unites departments
• A TANGLE OF FUN: II you re
looking for ways to keep you and
your roommates entertained read
the feature
section on
paged.
• A DAY IN
THE PARK:

Chrts comments on
the city's
annual festival and Liberty students' lack of involvement See
page 8 for more.

Department integration includes
library, CAFE and ITRC as
Liberty updates technology
By Suzanne McDuffie, news editor

In an age where students turn on a computer to
read a magazine, write an e-mail Instead of making a
phone call, and look at PowerPoint Instead of a
chalkboard In classrooms, Liberty has updated Its
technology. This year Liberty reorganized the A.
Pierre Gulllermln Library and the Information Technology Resources department under Academic
Information Resources.
In the past, the ITRC maintained and oversaw the
academic computer systems at LU. Now AIR, led by
Maurice Zaffke and Dr. David Barnett, supervises the
new subdivisions of the ITRC, the Center for Advancement of Faculty Excellence and the A. Pierre Gulllermln Library. Student lab attendants have been
assigned to each of the new subdivisions.

on the computers, but now Barnett said they have
Carl Merat, technical services librarian, said adminaccess to Microsoft Office and e-mail. Although this
istrators decided to restructure to "achieve an economy
has increased traffic in the library, Barnett said librarof technological balance."
ians give priority to researchers if there are lines to
Many people do not see the library as an institution that
use the computers.
would require much technological assistance.
"So much of what we do now Is electronic," Barnett said.
"Libraries in the past were often viewed as little more
^ _ ^ _ ^ ^ _ ^ _
Already the library has 200 softthan warehouses,"
ware programs and Zaffke budgMerat said.
ets a subscription to keep (he softBut instead of travware
library up to date.
eling miles to access
Merat said the correlation with
books in a library, now
technologists working with librarpeople can locate inforian succeeds because librarians
mation via the Inter-Carl
Merat,
tech.
services
librarian
organize
the information, and
net. Merat even
they
can
work
with the people
described newspapers,
who make information easier to
books and magazines as "cultural artifacts."
access via the Internet and other research engines.
Some fear paper publications will become a thing of
Meanwhile lab attendants also work to train
the past. But Merat said people will never fully abanteachers
in CAFE. Merat said with all this technoldon items such as magazines, because the Internet,
ogy,
students
may access classes on line In their
"doesn't have that same sense of realness,"
own
dorm
rooms.
According to Barnett, the library has a $ 125,000 book
budget and the selection Improves on a yearly basis.
Please see AIR, page 4
Last year students could only use research engines

Libraries in the past were
often viewed as little more
than warehouses.
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bass player for ben yehuda. To
liiread more thoughts from the
band see page 2.
•GITHUKA DOMINATES AGAIN:

Liberty men's cross country
steam captures UVa. Invitational
yrltix strong performance from
Stephen Githuka. Read more
about It on page 12.

•TUESDAY

Partly cloudy
High: 79
tow: 59
• WEDNESDAY

Showers
High: 77
Low: 68

-

• THURSDAY

Cloudy
High; 77
Low: 67

• FRIDAY

Partly Cloudy
High: 77
Low: 61
• SATURDAY

Partly Cloudy
High: 77
Low: 52

ABOUT
• THE MIRACLE WORKER: The

Lynchburg Fine Arts Center
will host the dramatization of
Helen Keller's life at 8 p.m.The
cost is $7 for students.
Performances on Sept. 17-18,
24-25.
• FACES AND STORIES THEY TELL

Randolph-Macon Women's college
will host an interactive tour of the
special exhibit and portraits In the
permanent museum collection.
The cost Is $5 per person.
• AIRPLANE RIDES: Those Inter-

ested may participate In airplane flights at the Falwell
Airport from 9 a.m. - 5 p.m. The
cost is $10 per person. Call
847-8769 if you have questions.
• KALEIDOSCOPE: Teddy Bear

Parade participants will march
at the Lynchburg City Armory
at 12th and Church St. from 10
a.m. to noon.

Tragedy strikes again
Drowning of Taryn
Kelly marks second
death of semester

By Chris Edwards, editor in chief

By Chris Edwards, editor in chief

Liberty University suffered its
second tragedy of the fall semester
when sophomore Taryn Marie Kelly,
19, died irta drowning accident ..
Sept 7.
s
A group of students were swimming in the James River near the
Hawkins Mill dam, according to
police reports.
Jimmy Ayers, Amherst County
sheriff, said Taryn apparently dove
off the dam after several male students had alreadyjumped. Friends
noted that Taryn had worked as a
lifeguard in the past and was a
strong swimmer.
Approximately 20 LU students
were at the scene as rescue workers
tried to find the body. Two area men
were flagged down by students to
help before rescue workers arrived.
Their efforts to save Taryn were
unsuccessful.
Rescue workers took 90 minutes to
find the body under rough water
conditions, according to reports.
Ayers said the James River was
unusually high at this time due to
the weekend storms. However,
Ayers said that when companies
use theriverfor generating power,
they often adjust the water level dramatically in a matter of hours.
"On high days, there is no comparison to the undercurrent," Ayers
said.
Ayers stressed that no alcohol or
drugs factored Into the Incident officially ruled an accidental drowning.
He also said that a similar incident
occurred a year ago at this site.

SYATP hits
campus
tomorrow
Students will bathe the future teachers and youth pastors of America In prayer Wednesday as Liberty observes
See You at the Pole, a nationwide day of prayer for schools.
The event will begin at 7 a.m. in the courtyard. Each
state will be represented by a LU student from the state
and lCs siateilag. The group "Vision" will provide spccUJ

PHOTO SUBMITTED

IN MEMORIUM — Sophomore Taryn Marie Kelly, a prayer leader on dorm
2 1 - 1 , died in a drowning accident Sept. 7 in the James River.

Members of the university community remember Taryn as aperson enthusiastic aboutlife and her
relationship with Jesus Christ
Co-workers in the Library circulation department noted Taryn's
excitement about her recent entry
into the Honors program.
"She is someone we enjoyed
worklngwlth... now that she Is gone
there Is a very large hole," co-worker
Travis Griffin said. "They say death
will do that... but Ifyou let the grieving process go long enough, good
memories remain."
Taryn was a supervisor's dream
... cheerful, outgoing, friendly,
patient a good sense of humor,"
Kim Hauffe, circulation supervisor,
said. "She was a light... not only in
our department but a light for

Christ Being around her made you
happy."
Rose Behrens, access services
librarian, said the Library would like
to put up something In her memory.
She also hoped the university could
establish a bulletin,on the Splash
page similartoDarrin Wenger's,
where students could share memories and reflections.
On August 19, Wenger, a senior,
died ofaheart attack brought on by
a blood clot after marching band
practice in the afternoon.
Taryn's death broughta
solemn atmosphere to the campus In the middle of Spiritual
Emphasis Week. Rob Jackson,
vice president of Spiritual Life,

music. The courtyard event will last 35 minutes to allow for
attendance at 8 a m . classes. A prayer of dedication and
more events will take place In convocation.
Campus pastor Dwayne Carson said this yeafs event
will focus on students' home high schools, with an added
focus on the aftermath of school shooting tragedies within
the past year.
"I don't think there Is a high school student in America
that will be going to school this year without wondering
'Could I be killed by a fellow classmate.'" Carson said.
SYATP began in Texas In 1990 with a single youth
group. The student-led, student-Initiated event will attract
more than 3 million students from across the U.S. and 20
countries. This year, the national theme Is "We bow down,"
taken from Epheslans 3:14-21.
Michelle Fox, a 1999 Columbine High School graduate,
spoke Monday In convocation to promote the event in the
spring, Fox spoke about the incident while she was at LU
on a scheduled recruiting visit The shooting tragedy at
Columbine last spring has been a sounding board for
Increased attention to schools, Including the revival of corporate prayer and moments of silence.
Carson said that because of these events, this year, the
need to pray for the nation's schools Is evident
There Is a greater fervency here. No one has to exaggerate the need," Carson said. "All we have to do Is turn on the
TV."
Carson also said Christians should take the lead In caring for the socially-misplaced students.
"I would hope and pray that because of what has happened in the past, Christians would truly demonstrate that
they are Christians by their love for one another," Carson
said. "The student that feels left out and disconnected
should be the one that Christians go after and show
love to."

Please see KELLY, page 4

Additional reporting by Suzanne McDuffie.

Unrah to speak on abstinence
By Suzanne McDuffie, news editor

"Pet your dog not your date," and
"This bod Is for God," are two popular
phrases coined by Leslee Unruh,
founder and president of the National
Abstinence Clearinghouse and the
Alpha Center, a crisis pregnancy headquarters. Unruh will speak in convocation Sept 17.
Having appeared on the "Oprah
Winfrey Show" and "Focus on the
Family" radio program, Unruh tours
the nation with her appeal for chaste
youth. Publications such as USA
Today and The Washington Post have
profiled her work. On Friday, she will
address students in the Vines Center.
"I have really been praying and

«

seeking the
Lord; I
want to
meet the
kids where
they're at,"
Unruh said
of the
event. She
encouraged
LU students to
UNRUH
pray for the
event and that God would impress the
words she should speak on her heart.
Unruh knows students deal with sexual pressure, on a dally basis,
Please see ABSTINENCE, page 4

Nolan shakes the Vines

•

TED NEUMANN

SEW NOLAN STYLE — Evangelist Tony Nolan spoke at SEW '99 where thousands
attended and more than 100 were saved. Read the story on page three.
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CD release show draws crowd

9/9/99
passes
Y2K test

By Chrissy Remsberg, assL editor

By Suzanne Mdtaffie, news e d

Sept. 9.1999 was an
t unavoidable Y2K-ready
checkpoint Many program^
mere feared non-Y2K-compliant computers would shut
dovm Thursday. They
thought the computers
might recognize 9/9/99 as
the code "9999." which
translates in computer language as "end program."
After discovering the possible confusion, about 99
percent of companies were
able to prepare their computer programs to roll over
intc-Sept. lO.accordingto
an ABC World News report.
The 1 percent could not
afford to upgrade their computers.
Mary and Steve Waddle
weren't worried about the
Y2Ktest. Sept 9,1999, Mary
gave birth to a baby at 9:09
a.m. in Beloit, Wis.. In a
Today show interview, the
Waddles said they weren't
worried about; t computer
system failure during labor,
because the television
worked and the heart monitor beeped steadily.
Although a few minor programs shutdown in other
parts of the world, overall,
Sept. 9 proved routine in the
lives of American citizens. In
Canberra, Australia, a few
small business experienced
minor shut downs as a
result of the "9/9/99 bug."
Ralph Brasure had so much
confidence in America's Y2K
preparation that he conducted banking transactions
Thursday. However, both he
and Dr. GlynWooldridge,
chairman of the department
of mathmatics and computer
science, warn students to
beware of Jan. 1. On this
date, computers may register the year 2000 for 1900,
because old hardware was
only programmed with the
last two digits of a date. So
the computer will read
1/1/00 as Jan. 1,1900.
Brasure fears that Third
World countries will not
reach Y2K compliance before
the New Year. "I don't know
that you would want to be
out of this country on Dec.
31,"Wooldridgesald.

TARYN BLAKE

BEN YEHUDA — Duane Aagaard breaks it down, while fellow band members, Ron Babington and Jamie Hemeon entertain Liberty students.

Emo-style band Nurea
opened up Saturday night for
the semester's first explosive
concert. Crowds swelled to
almost 300, rivaling Greenstone
'99 and The Hip Hop Show.
While fans milled around outside New Generation Assembly of
God, prior to the start of the show,
a student extreme skate team,
Above and Beyond performed.
Following Nurea's performance, Don P. and C.Z. offered
some variety in musical styles.
The climax to the hip hop portion of the show came with their
last song when the guys showed
how they praise God.
An excited audience filled the
stuffy room as ben yehuda took

the stage. Ben yehuda, consisting of Duane Aagaard, Ron
Babington, Juan Maclean and
Jamie Hemeon, booked the
show for the release of their first
compact disc, "A little something for the kids..."
The guys came up with the
name for the band while on
LU's trip to Israel. They said
every day they took a taxi to
Ben Yehuda Street. It was
agreed upon as the name for
the band after Babington,
fondly referred to as "Ron the
baptist," said his mom told
them the name meant "sons of
praise and worship."
Though the guys have only
been together since January,
playing their first show over
spring break, they feel God has

blessed their efforts and opened
a lot of doors.
"Just as doors have
opened, it constantly shows
us that we're still moving in
the right direction, that God's
not finished with what we
have to do." said Hemeon,
lead singer.
While the band has many
goals as a whole and individually they all agreed that the central focus was ministry.
"I think for a band, ministry
means being available," said
Babington, lead guitarist. "Being
available to play a free show at a
children's home or being available to talk afterwards with kids
as opposed to packing up and
leaving because they're not
gonna buy anything."

SGA and cafeteria host new political year party
Celebrating upcoming
events, SGA serves
students with favorite
foods and labor

"Just another way of serving you"
will feature SGA in all facets of the dinner meal, according to Stewart. Mike
Kostiew, executive vice
president, and Garet
Robinson, vice president
of student services, will
join Stewart in swiping
meal cards.
"It's just a way for students to know that their Senate is working
for them," said Stewart.
SGA picked the menu according to
the most popular items of students last
year. Senators will scoop ice cream and

help employees with serving the
evening's meal.
The main focus of the evening is to
let students know about the
Senate session the next
day, Stewart said.
Senate will open on
Thursday at 4:15 p.m. in
DeMoss Hall 160. The location has changed since last
semester due to a larger number of senators. The new chamber will feature a
gallery for student observation during the
sessions.
A bill to revise the SGA Constitution

SGA
senate

By Chris Edwards, editor in chief

The Student Government Association will
join with LU Dining Services to kick off its
year of activities Wednesday, one day before
the first Senate session under the administration of SGA President Chris Stewart.

headlines the agenda for the first session.
The second senate session, on Sept. 23,
will feature Stewart's inaugural address.
All students have been invited to the session. University President Dr. John M.
Borek Jr. is scheduled to attend, along
with Dave Young, vice president for
Finance and Administration, Mark Hine,
vice president for Student Development
and Greg Dowell, Dean of Students.
SGA will also coordinate the Homecoming bonfire and "Midnight Madness" during the semester, in addition to participating in the Homecoming parade.

Song of Solomon study gives tips on choosing a mate
By Melinda Fleming, reporter

This semester, the Dean of
Women's office is offering a sixweek Bible study based on the
Song of Solomon. The series will
answer students' questions about
attraction, dating, intimacy, conflict, romance and commitment.
Liberty offered this series last
semester to the residents of dorm
33. Th^ reaction was so positive,
the decision was made to offer the
series tp the entire campus.
Mic lelle Matthews, dean of
womer, said that the series shows
the sac' -edness of marriage and the
importance offindinga partner
who will value you.
"Thj; students from last year
just fel( they were really encouraged, and it gave them more insight

1

on respecting themselves and to
see whether a guy is really treating
themright,"said Matthews.
Senior Shayna White participated in the Bible study last semester. "I thought it was very good," she
said. "It was beneficial for dating."
The goal of the Song of Solomon
study is to show people what kind
of person to look for as a marriage
partner, said Dana Rollins, associate dean of women.
"Sometimes we base what kind
of partner to look for on what they
look like, how much money they're
going to make, are we compatible,"
she said. "All those things are good,
but that's really not what Scripture
has to say about what kind of person to look for."
According to Rollins, they chose
this series "because this issue is

right where college students are,"
she said. "Wanting a relationship
and looking for a marriage partner,
is one of, whether people admit it or
not, the primary goals in this age
group. I think students want to do
it right but don't know 100 percent
what that is."
Rollins promised the series
will not be a normal Bible
study. "It's not like your typical,
'let's sit down and open our
Bibles' lecture," she said.

The session will begin with
prayer and then the students
will watch that day's video. During or after the session, an open
discussion will begin and the
students can ask questions
about the topic covered.
The videotape series begins
with "The Art of Attraction"
Sept. 13 and again Sept. 15. The
sessions will be divided into two
for women and one for men. The

women will meet Monday or
Wednesday in dorm 2, room 2
from 3:30—5 p.m. The sessions
will be led by Matthews, Rollins
and Vernita Jones, associate
dean of women.
The men's group will be led
by Dane Emerick, dean of men,
and it will be held in the conference room of dorm 13 Mondays
from 3:30-5 p.m.

Free Chick-fil-A
Chicken Sandwich
Hall's Auto
Repair
Complete Auto Repair
for all vehicles
Free pickup and delivery
from campus with service

with purchase of any combo
River Ridge Mall or Candler's Mtn. Rd DTO
Coupon not good with any other offer. One coupon per person
per visit. Closed Sundays. Good at participating
Chick-fil-A restaurants.

Offer expires 9/28/99

(804) 847-0014
Just minutes from campus!
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for your wheels?"
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SEW
na I update revives LU
Compiled f r o m the
Champion resources

E. coli breakout sickens
600 and claims two lives
Ernest Wester, a 79-year-old New York resident, died
from an E. coli outbreak Sept. 10. After drinking a cup
of contaminated coffee made with water from an infected
well at a fair 35 miles north of Albany, Wester joined
hundreds suffering from the outbreak.
Authorities found E. coli strand 057:H7 in well number six. The well tested clean initially, but authorities
believe a recent rainstorm washed cow feces from a cattle barn on fair grounds into the water.
On Aug. 29, 3-year-old Rachel Aldrich died after
drinking water from the same well. Her father, Wayne
Aldrich said, the fair "was her last day of fun in the
world."
This outbreak was one of several across the nation.

Hurricane Floyd continues
to threaten coastal islands
Hurricane Floyd continues to make its steady trek to
the Bahamas. Tropical storm warnings were issued in
the Turks, the Caicos islands and the southeastern
Bahamas, and a hurricane watch was put in effect for
the central islands.
With 120 mph winds, the category-three storm poses
flood threats to both Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands.
Hurricane-force winds stretch 85 miles from the storm's
center.
Floyd poses no immediate threat to the U.S.

Cloned beef marketed for
Japanese consumers
Labeled as 100 percent pure beef, Japanese citizens
now relish the taste of freshly-cloned meat. A government report said markets have sold the meat for two
years, but consumers did not know the beef products
were cloned.
The Agriculture Ministry bowed to consumer demand
for an informed choice. Before they did not label the
meat because they claimed it was clean and safe, but
now citizens can choose from original or cloned cow.
"It's nice and soft," said Kaori Yoshimura, a 28-yearold office worker dining a on cloned meat at a steak
house, "I'd buy it again because it tastes good."
Consumers may also buy unlabeled, cloned, vegetables and fish.

Orioles' pre-game hype

By Suzanne McDuffle, news ed.

Spiritual Emphasis Week has
come and gone, but the revival
that swept through this campus
should keep on burning, said
speaker, Tony Nolan, from First
Baptist in Woodstock, Ga.
From body surfing, to Nolan
wrestling the pulpit, to a student
winning $100, students enjoyed
the spiritual refreshment. On
Wednesday, the final night, students praised God until approximately 10 p.m., and Eric Lovett
and Eternal Praise band left with
fans chanting, "We want more!"
According to the Spiritual Life
office, more than 100 people
received Christ and nearly 2000
people attended the event on a
nightly basis. Also, more than
50 people were baptized on
Wednesday, while nearly 40 students surrendered to full-time
vocational ministry.
With sermons titled "How to
have a real good time," and
"Taking the SAT (Spiritual
Assessment Test)," Nolan
brought scripture passages to
life for students.
Nolan commented on the
times when Christians experience an emotional high and the
spiritual flame wanes. However,
Nolan said "the emotional aspect
is not always bad ... just don't let
it die."
"God meets us in direct proportion to the way we seek His
face," Nolan said. With his diligent fasting for the event and the
prayers of students, faculty and
staff, everyone involved witnessed God's response.
For those interested in ordering Nolan's sermon series, call
First Baptist Woodstock at 770
926 4428 ext. 1119 or e-mail
Nolan at tnolan@fbcw.net.

Kru PAIH.

HANGING OUT AT THE INNER HARBOR — (Left to right) Ryan Grammatico, a vendor, Brian Baker and Ed
Barnhouse mill around the outskirts of Camden Yards Stadium, checking out the paraphernalia. About ISO
students attended the Baltimore tour, hosted by Student Life.
.
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Uh, would you like fries
Get a REAL J0B-with that?"
with help from our
career/internship issue,
coming October, 12
The Liberty

Advertising

Tips for job hunting
How to get that interview,
and get through it!
Learn about cool summer
internships from
students just like you.
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©Wachovia Corporation. 1999

Buchanan may leave GOP
GOP presidential candidate Pat Buchanan proposed
to leave the Republican party and campaign for the
Reform Party's nomination.
"The door is really wide open," Buchanan said, "We
are very close to making that decision."
Reform Party leader Jesse Ventura opposed
Buchanan's membership. He said founder Ross Perot's
purpose for the party was based on conservative economic principles, not abortion and other conservative
issues that Buchanan supports.

The Student
Government
Association
"Just another way
of serving you"
On Wednesday, September 15,
In the Reber Thomas Dining Hall
Your SGA has chosen the menu for dinner.
Come down and meet your SGA Representatives

Wachovia Bank, N.A. is a member FDIC. Accounts subject to approval. Wachovia Bank, N.A. imposes a fee for the use of non-Wachovia ATMs.
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Abstinence: focus of Friday's convo
Continued from page 1

PHOTO SUBMITTED

THE GOOD TIMES — Taryn (second fromright)hangs out with friends,
including roommate Amber McEathron-Bascomb (second from left).

KELLY:

Second death of
semester saddens students
Continued from page 1

announced her death
Wednesday In convocation.
Her funeral was held Saturday In Sumner, Wash. Nine
close friends attended the service, aided by collections taken
up by LU students to help purchase the plane tickets. Jackson attended as a representative of the university.
The university family also
held a memorial service for
Taryn Monday. Friends shared
testimonies and Campus Pastor Dwayne Carson spoke.
Sarah Tunstall, the resident
assistant on dorm 21-1 where
Taryn served as a prayer leader,
said the hall has experienced
some blessings from the loss.
"We've had a revival In a
sense ...one student was saved
the night we shared the news.
It's like people look upward, not
so much at the circumstance
Itself. They also look Inward.
They examine themselves and
the brevity of life and that It
could happen to you. People
swim at that dam all the time,"
The hall also took up a collection and sentflowersto the
family. They plan to sponsor a
compassion child In Taryn's
name with the excess money.
Carson said the university
community has taken Taryn's
death hard because of Its proximity to Darrin's passing.
"I think there is some hurt
right now because in the past

when there was a death, people
were able to move on," Carson
said, "but we thought we were
moving onfromDarrin's death
... like this wasn't going to happen any more this year. Now
we've had a second one. The
possibility (of another death) is
more real to me."
Carson also said that the circumstances of the death have
made grieving difficult
This one Is harder too
because, unlike a heart attack
or a car accident, there were a
group of students with her and
they live on different floors,"
Carson said. "I think that's why
the pain has spread through
the campus... her death hasn't
been isolated."
Carson, the leader for all LU
prayer group efforts, also
praised Taryn's life.
Taryn was an Impact person. She loved Steven Curtis
Chapman's song for this year
"Dive." That's how she lived her
life here. It's a tad Ironic, but
that's what herfriendsare saying," Carson said.
While complimenting the
support that male dorm 18-2
has given Its sister group,
Carson said the lasting
Impact of Taryn's death
would remain.
"When a tragic death takes
place like this it is not something that friends get over in
Just a couple days. This healing will take time," Carson
said.

know "how to say no without hurting
the other person's feelings."
"Abstinence is a boom right now,"
Unruh said. With the rampage of sexually
transmitted diseases and unwanted pregnancies, she said God has given singles an
answer in the form of abstinence.
Because safe sex via condoms has failed,
^ Unruh said her
abstinence center watches sex
education pro-

behind the scenes and they know what
needs to be discussed in this abstinence
convocation.
For those who have lost their virginity,
Unruh focuses on hope, rather than despair,
She plans to share stories that have had a
convicting and lifechanging impact on
past audiences.
Unruh alms to
make her presen-Uslee Unruh, President of
^ ^ T
tations up beat
National Abstinence Clearing House absttnenceas
and fun for teens.
« ^ wellasprotecShe uses abstlnence paraphertlon.
The Alpha Center ministers to 5,000
nalia, from bumper stickers to lollipops, to
woman every year, giving ultrasounds and
bring across her message.
What to wear when you're
counseling on parenting or adoption.
According to a *94 Roper Starch study, 54
Unruh said they named It Alpha, in part
percent of teens who have had sex at least once
planning on safe sex.
so teens would see It first, rather than
wish they would have waited. For this reason,
INTERNET PHOTO
Planned Parenthood, in the phone book.
"my heart Is heavy for the kids," Unruh said.
ABSTINENCE IN ADVERTISING — Leslee Unruh
The purpose ofAlpha Is to "exemplify
Moreover, a recent Emory University
the love ofChrist by providing alternatives provides up-beat paraphernalia to encourage kids
study found that about 85 percent of sexuto abstain from pre-marital sex.
to abortion," said Unruh.
ally-experienced teen girls would like to

44 —
My heart is heavy for
the kids.

AIR: leads
computer
subgroups
Continued from page 1

Some technologists propose
that classes In the future may
meet for only discussions and
tests, then access the lectures
on line. But both administrators
and faculty debate the merits of
removing classes from the classroom, Merat said.
The majority of computer
workers focus on the 1TRC,
where they assist hundreds of
students each day.
When asked how all this training
helps the student workers, Mike
Roy, CAFE director, said It builds a
great resume.
Roy said that though they only
receive minimum wage now, companies would demand their services in
the future because of their experience. The training they have designing Web pages, communicating with
students who need help with their
computer homework, and training
teachers, make them "highly
hlrable," Roy said.
Liberty CAFE workers design and
establish the web pages, which
attract many students to the school,
Roy said.
Though It's a long way off, AIR
heads hope to merge the 1TRC, the
CAFE and the library into one
location In the proposed threestory DeMoss Center. Already
Institutions such as George
Mason University have combined
them Into a more flexible learning
space. However, administrators
continue to discuss the exact layout of the new DeMoss.

MOW 0NLV$99
DIGITAL PHONE AND UP 10 50 MINUTES OF
PCS SERUIGE ALL PAID UP AND READY 10 GO.

Only the area's largest
digital netuiom can offer
prepaid digital PCS and a
wireless phone lor lust $99.
Now, Intelos Express is just $99. Enjoy
PrePaid digital PCS service, a digital
phone and up to 50 minutes* of talk time
with no contract, credit check or security
deposit. Plus, you get static-free calling,
complete privacy and Voice Mail with
Notification. So see your local Intelos store
or participating agent, today.

QreatNo contract or
credit Chech.

PREPAID
Easy To Use
^
2
•r
,J
-

HO Credit Check
80 Security Deposit
NO Activation fi$
NO Monthly Billing
HO Wailing

M
I r e l o s Store Locations:
Intelos - Graves Mill Center, 316-9300
IlltelQS - Madison Heights, 316-9300
PREMIER AGENT:
DIGITAL DOMAIN, RIVER RIDGE MALL
239-0821

\ m% •

Intelos
••••
More ways to bring more people together.
Digital PCS • Internet • Long Distance

Also available through authorized agents:
Page Me, 845-4971
AJ Tanning, 846-6901
Campbell Minute Market, 846-4541
Cell Systems, Inc., 401-8016
Computers by Design, 239-4272
DejaVu, 845-4377
Don's Car Stereo, 237-4775
Factory Direct Computers, 237-7075
Go-Co Hheck Cashing Service, 845-3165
Grfnfield Market, 845-5237
Justis Convenience Store, 846-8545
Lite Cellular, K-oger Timberlake, 239-5505
Miles Market, 526-4828
Meridian Communications, 385-5149
Procomm, 845-4721
Quick-E Food Stores, 385-5040
Sunshine Market, 847-5306
Telephone Answering Service, 846-2516
White Rock Market, 846-4457
Visit us on the web: www.intelos.com

Quality handset provided by @ L G
Sumo restrictions apply. Site stoie for details.
'Applies to calls within the Intelos digital coverage area.
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It's ^kai time of year again!
lt\tjme for you to take part in

ibertu Uniuersity

The Liberty Uniuersity Student Life inuites you to join us in
celebrating Homecoming by participating in our annual
parade. The parade mill be held on
Saturday, October 2 , 1999 at 2 p.m. So mm your car,
tune up your instruments, and start building that float.
a The parade entry fee is $ 5 per entry.
a Prizes will be awarded to the top three entries with
id Place receiuing $ 3 0 0
o2W Place receiuing $ 2 0 0
3nd Place receiving $ 10 0
Student Life expects all participants to keep good taste in
mind and abide by all L.U. policies such as music, dress, etc.
To participate in the parade, please return the below entry
form no later than September 24,1999. If you haue any
questions concerning the parade, call the Liberty Uniuersity
Student Life Office at 5 8 2 - 2 1 3 1

1999 Liberty Uniuersity Homecoming Parade
Time: 2:00 p.m

Date: October 2, 1999
Name of Organization:.
Contact Person:
Address:
City/State/Zip:_
Daytime Phone:.

Evening Phone:

DESCRIPTION OF ENTRY: (Please Print)
Type of Entry:.
Size of Entry:.
Number of Vehicles and/or Participants:
Please give a brief description of your entry:.
Entries must be received no later than September 24, 1999. Return to Student Life in Dorm 13
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picks of the week
• 9/18. Lynchburg Art Festival.

• 9/17. "The Miracle Worker."
Dramatization of the story of Helen Keller begins at
8 p.m. at the Lynchburg Fine Arts Center. Cost is
$7 for students. 846-8451

From 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. at E.C. Glass High School,
enjoy this outdoor exhibition of fine art, painting,
photography & sculpture from 150 different artists.

• 9/18. Carman Concert.

• 9/18. Teddy Bear parade.
Teddy bear parade with carnival games (sponsored
by Circle K), face painting & crafts. 10 a.m.-12
noon. 847-5881

Concert begins at 6 p.m. at King's Dominion
Amusement Park's Kingswood Amphitheater.
Tickets for concert only are $9.99. 876-5566

drink km
Community events give students a
chance to get out and have fun
By Michelle Kennedy & Tara Williams, reporters

B

ored on a Friday or Saturday night?
Nothing in Lynchburg to do besides
seeing another movie at Movies 10?
Guess again. What many students don't realize is that there is quite a bit to do in
Lynchburg on the weekends.
The Maier Museum of Art, located at
Randolph-Macon Women's College, has as
impressive collection of various art pieces.
Currently the museum is exhibiting "Fairy
Tales: Portrait Paintings by Elena Sisto,"
until Oct. 17. It also displays a variety of
paintings by Jacob Lawrence and Georgia
O'Keefe and photographs by Thomas Cole.
For a sample of more local art, the
Lynchburg Art Club will be sponsoring the
Lynchburg Art Festival on Sept. 18 from 10
a.m. to 5 p.m. at E.C. Glass High School.
If you enjoy theater, the Lynchburg Fine
Arts Center presents presenting "The Miracle
Worker" which depicts the life of Helen Keller.
Tickets are already on sale, starting at $7.
For a more informal gathering with friends,
you can check out the local coffee shops.
Dick Sizemore, owner of the Drowsy Poet coffee shop, described the atmosphere of his
shop as "relaxing" for students who want to
study or just socialize.
There are also plenty of recreation areas
near Lynchburg that students can visit.
James River State Park and Smith Mountain
Lake State Park offer some great activities for
those who enjoy the outdoors.
If you want to spend time outdoors and
show support for a worthy cause the Central
Virginia Alzheimer's Association is sponsoring "Memory Walk '99" which starts at 2 p.m.
at Peakland United Methodist Church. This
event will raise funds for families with loved
ones suffering from dementia or Alzheimers.

Lynchburg also has two places for miniature golfers and both are located on
Timberlake Road.
The first is Putt-Putt Golf, Games and GoKarts, which has three different 18-hole
courses. The games cost $4 per person, two
games for $6 or three games for $7.50.
"Putt-putting is a good way to spent time
with your friends and not sit around being
bored," junior Stephanie Stevens said.
Other entertainment at Putt-Putt Golf
includes go-karts and a video arcade where
Liberty students receive a discount.
"They can get 20 tokens for $3," manager
Joe Aboid said.
Tiny Town Miniature Golf is another fun
place to go, and it costs only $2.75 per person.
Don't like to play miniature golf?
Lynchburg also has two bowling alleys for
those who like to bowl. AMF Lynchburg
Lanes is located just off of Candlers
Mountain Road. The cost to play is $3.50 a
person and $2.50 for shoe rental. Another
choice is Fort Hill Bowling Center in the Fort
Hill Shopping Center on Fort Avenue, which
charges only $3.15 to play.
Lynchburg also has two roller skating
rinks. FunQuest Family Entertainment Skate
Center located on Graves Mill Road is a roller
skating rink that accommodates both the
novice skater and the expert skater.
FunQuest also has laser tag. The prices to
skate vary each day, but they do have a
schedule that anyone can pick up.
The second rollerskating rink, SkateWorld,
is located on 460 West. Turn left at the 7Eleven.
With so many events to choose from, you'll
never feel bored again! For more information
on weekend events in Lynchburg, pick up
the local paper or visit the website at
www.lynchburgcalendar.com.

JESSICA PETERSON

HAND OVER HAND — Freshman Alexis Rice enjoys the great outdoors on the ropes course at the Master's Inn Cross
Creek Ranch.

Local restaurants offer variety, atmosphere
By Robert Reid & KrisHe Kaufftnan, reporters

W

" hether going out on a date
orjust hunting for a sophisticated dinner on the town,
Lynchburg provides food for every
appetite. Here's just a taste of the many
varieties of restaurants in the area.
poodles
Boodles is known for its reasonable prices and good food. Also,
Boodles provides a sport-like atmosphere for all age groups.
"Beginning after Labor Day on
Sundays and Mondays, Boodles will
begin to air all major football games;
college and professional," said manager Jim Kelly. The restaurant also
offers live entertainment on Friday
and Saturday evenings.
Boodles' salad plates include a
mixed green salad, small Caesar
salad and small spinach and mushroom salad. Appetizers include the
she crab soup, baked potato soup
and the soup of the day. Steak, rib
and seafood are all available, along
with various chicken pastas, sandwiches and wraps.
The contemporary, comfortable
interior with a beige and rust color
scheme, allows customers to feel
comfortable in casual dress.

Tuscany

POLLY HUNTOON

A FINE DINING EXPERIENCE — Tuscany Italian Restaurant offers a taste for every appetite, from
pasta to steak.

The Tuscany Italian Restaurant,
on Timberlake Road is known for its
banquet rooms, which accommodate
up to 250 people. Along with its
extraordinary space, Tuscany provides an exceptional menu. With various soup and seafood salads, house
pastas, veal, chicken, steaks, seafood
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|| Roommates:
It's a love/hate thing
l
Roommates are a fact of life.
Everybody has them. And either
you love 'em or you hate 'em.
I've heard some roommate horror
stories that give me the same
frayed-nerve feeling that I get when
1 hear someone running their fingernails down a chalkboard.
One friend told me about his
roommate's fondness for
Undbergher cheese pizza.
Lindberger cheese! On a pizza! You
know, that stuff that smells like a
dead rat covered by a pile of dirty
socks?

Anyway, whenever this person
would order the unusual cuisine, it
would smell up the entire room.
For a week.
Another friend described her
roomie's fondness for singing along
with the soundtrack to the
movie "Grease" at
earth-shaking decibels each morning
beginning at 7
a.m.
"She claimed it
helped get her
pumped for the
day ahead," my
friend said.
Yikes.

Once I even
had some dormrnates who
liked to use our
hallway as a
bowling alley.

and specialty pizza, Tuscany Italian
Restaurant guarantees to have just
about anything you can think of.
According to sophomore Princeton
Jennings, Tuscany is "the best
Italian restaurant in town."
Host Corey Davies agrees.
Two Liberty University students
work here with me and none of us
has even come close to trying everything on the menu," he said.
Tuscany's prices are reasonable,
with the most expensive plate only
$14.95. The dress attire is business
casual, appropriate for the restaurant's classy atmosphere.

Crown

Sterling

Situated on Fort Avenue is a comfortably upscale restaurant, Crown
Sterling. This restaurant specializes
in steak but also has an accommodating menu for every taste, including chicken and seafood. Entrees
range in price from $12.50 to $25.95
and include salad bar, baked potato
or rice, bread and tea or coffee.
Upon entering the restaurant, one
can instantly smell the teasing
aroma of grilled steak. The fireplaces
and decor offer a very relaxed atmosphere, almost like dining in a home.
Crown Sterling strives for excellent
service and attention to detail that
marks a superb restaurant.
"We try to give that little touch of
service that you don't necessarily get
everywhere," said Kevin Middleton,
manager and owner, "(the goal) is a
very fine dining experience."
The food is outstanding, receiving
rave reviews from diners.
"This steak was especially tender,"
Liberty graduate Andrea Allman
said.
KviS :.::S:«:::.:.:.SSa.S^^^

They'd get out their plastic pins
and little brown ball and wile away
the hours after curfew. ,
"It's a strike!" they'd shriek and
giggle hysterically.
Get me out of here.
From borrowing clothes without
permission to late-night phone
conversations at ear splitting levels, roommate complaints are
in generous supply.
But living with complete
strangers isn't easy.
To insert a happier note, I
must note that my current
roomies are great. I've lived
with one for three years
and the other one for two,
quite possibly a college
record. Neither of them
likes Lindbergher cheese as
far as I know. No one in our
room owns the soundtrack
to "Grease." We all ask before

borrowing clothes and we attempt
to refrain from speaking loudly
while others are sleeping.
But the fact remains, roommates, good or bad, are here to
stay. And your relationship with
them can make or break your
semester.
So what happens if roomie turns
out to have quirky little habits like
an appetite for Lindbergher cheese
pizza or over-active vocal chords?
You have three options.
Option 1: you can immediately
get really really, really angry, until
your face turns red and the veins
on your neck pop out as you stomp
down the hall to the RA's room to
hurl accusations against the rude,
unintelligent person who shares
your closet and will sleep In the
bunk across the room from you,
Every night.
For the rest of the semester.

The private atmosphere makes it
an excellent place to take that special date. Be sure to allow enough
time to enjoy the food and also,
dress neatly. They ask that they
where no hats, cutoffs or sleeveless
shirts.

Kyoto's
For those interested in an adventurous experience in cultural dining,
Kyoto's is the place to go. Grab some
friends and enjoy the Japanese cuisine where the food preparation is
also the entertainment.
Each table holds eight people and
has its own personal chef who prepares the meals and actively encourages the practice of playing with your
food. Tricks are done with slicing,
dicing, and flipping of everything
from salt and pepper shakers to
shrimp.
The decor and music is also
Oriental, providing an authentic
ambiance for the only dine-in
Japanese restaurant in Lynchburg.
Chopsticks are available to complete
the dining experience, if you dare to
try them.
Kay Kent, manager, recommends
the Early Bird Special which features
steak, chicken, or shrimp hibachi
(Japanese for "grilled"), your choice
of two items for $10.99 available
Monday through Thursday from 56:30 p.m. and Friday and Saturday
4:30-6:30 p.m. (Hibachi entrees also
come with soup, salad, rice, and vegetables.)
Try it and see for yourself how
oisie, (pronounced oh-ee-shee,
Japanese for delicious) the food is!
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Option 2: you can sit there and
boil silently, plotting revenge tactics such a s Chinese water torture
against this insensitive being until

you get really, really angry and
your face turns ired ... see option
one at this point.
Option number three:
Join in.
Yep. That means dig out your
poodle skirt and travel back to the
50's with your "Grease'-lovin'
roomie.
Or buy a clothespin for your
nose and let your roomie enjoy his
pizza.
it's in situations like these that a
dash of understanding and a pinch
of compromise can make your
semester one to remember, in the
positive sense.
In that case, I think I might like
to bowl a game or two.
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Friday, Sept. 17
"The Miracle Worker"
Dramatization of the story of Helen Keller. 8 p.m.
at the Lynchburg Fine Arts center. $7 for students. Performances also on Sept, 18, 24 and 25,

Saturday, Sept. 18
Faces and the Stories They Tell
Interactive tour of the special exhibit a n d portraits in the permanent museum collection,
Maier Museum of Art, Randolph-Macon
Women's College. 3-5 p.m. $5 per person.
Apple Butter Makin' at The Farm Basket
Make apple butter the old-fashioned way along
the banks of Black Water Creek. 2008
Langhorne Rd. 9:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Free.
Airplane rides
Falwell Airport. 9 a.m.
845-8769.

JOHN FISHER

SMILE PRETTY — Little Miss Pageant participant Cassie Davis shares her float with several feathery friends and Snow White in Kaleidoscope's
"A Day in the Park" parade.

5 p.m. $10 per person.
. . - j v - : - : • : • : • ; •;•;•:•:•;•..

Sunday, Sept. 19
Craft Show
Arts 8c Crafts show at the City Market Armory.
10 a.m. - 5 p.m. Free.
Elena Sisto & Rick Moody: Artist, Writer & the
Creative Process
A reading a n d conversation with painter, Elena
Sisto a n d writer, Rick Moody. Maier Museum of
Art, Randolph-Macon Woman's College. 2 p.m.
Free.

Saturday, Sept. 25

KateLd osco

Come join the celebration of culture and community
karate demonstration, a cakewalk, a monkey bridge, a petting zoo, pony cart rides
and the antics of Teddy Spaghetti the
or the next two weeks, the residents Clown, a traditional crowd-pleaser.
of Lynchburg and surrounding
The two-week-long festival includes
counties have the opportunity to cel- many other activities. On Saturday, Sept.
ebrate their heritage and showcase them18, one can take an airplane ride from the
selves in the 25th annual Kaleidoscope
Falwell Airport for a $10 charge from 9
festival.
a.m. to 5 p.m.
The festival, which began Sept. 9 and
For the young and the young-at- heart,
will run until Sept. 27, features art, aira teddy bear parade, sponsored by the
plane rides, sports, food and tours.
Lynchburg Kiwanis Club, will begin at 10
As part of the celebration's opening
a.m. at the City Armory.
events, many area residents descended on
The Adult Care Center will host a "Chili
Miller Park Saturday for the "Day in the
Time Lunch" from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. at
Park."
the Fort Hill United Methodist Church off
of Memorial Avenue. For a $5 charge, one
Sponsored by the Junior League of
can purchase a complete lunch.
Lynchburg and Ericsson, this all-day
activity featured exhibits and concession
Tours of historic area homes, including
from many local schools, churches and
Fort Early and Thomas Jefferson's Poplar
organizations.
Forest in Bedford County, will also take
"It's a wonderful community event. This place as part of the celebration.
tiny town h a s all this stuff," said Myrna
Many locals, however, consider the One
Blake, a 30-year Lynchburg resident.
Valley Bank Virginia Ten-Miler on
Saturday, Sept. 25 the highlight of the
This year's event offered over 100
exhibits, rides, concessions and entertain- Kaleidoscope festival.
ers. They include voter registration, a
This nationally known race begins at
By Scott Romanoski, reporter

One Valley Bank Virginia Ten & Four Miler
Nationally-ranked running event, featuring more
than 1,200 participants. E.C. Glass High School.
8:30 a.m. Entry fee.
Centerfest
Annual street festival in Centertown Bedford
with regional crafts, entertainment a n d food
booths. 10 a.m. - 11 p.m. Free.

Sunday, Sept. 26
Sounds Familiar
Lynchburg Symphony presents an indoor concert, featuring familiar music from movies, theater a n d television. E.C. Glass Auditorium. 3
p.m. $15 adults.
For complete listing of events, contact the
Lynchburg Visitor's Information Center at
847-1811

I
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8:30 a.m. in front of E.C. Glass High
School. It continues on Langhorne Road
to Rivermont Avenue to Riverside Park.
From the park, the runners return to E.C.
Glass by the same route.
"That ... hill [on Langhorne Rd] is horrible at the end of the race," said Dr. Russ
Daubert, professor of communications,
who h a s run the race a number of times.
Other Liberty faculty members who have
competed in the race include Dr. Philip
Captain, professor of psychology and Dr.
William Gribbin, dean of the school of
communications.
Many townspeople line the racecourse
to cheer on the participants. Estelle
Layne, a longtime resident of Lynchburg,
has watched most of the races including
the first race in 1974.
"I enjoy being there at the starting line
to cheer the runners on," she said.
Those interested in attending any
Kaleidoscope events can find more information in the Lynchburg Calendar of
Events available from the Lynchburg
Visitor's Center on Church Street in
downtown Lynchburg.

Steven Curtis Chapman is 'Speechless'
By Corrie Duis, reporter

M

SPARROW RECORDS

ANOTHER HIT — Contemporary Christian artist Steven Curtis Chapman
has sold more than four million recordings, won three consecutive
Grammies and 38 Dove Awards.

•Mi

usic fans wait no more. After taking a year off from the studios and
tours, contemporary Christian
songwriter/performer Steven Curtis
Chapman has released another possible hit
album.
Chapman, who has received countless
awards, including three consecutive
Grammies, five Grammy nominations and
38 Dove Awards, recorded his newest compact disc "Speechless" with his touring band
as opposed to the usual studio musicians.
Chapman claims this as "one of the things
that made this record so unique and has
added a lot of excitement."
According to a recent press release from
Sparrow Records, the musical style of
bands such as The Dave Matthews Band
and The Wallflowers influenced some of the
music.
"I'm probably more influenced in terms of
new music by what my kids like. That could
be everything from The Supertones and Ska
music to Newsboys and Delirious,"
Chapman said.
"Speechless" was inspired by personal
relationships, observations and tragedies
Chapman encountered during his hiatus.
Especially moving is "With Hope," dedicated
to friends who recently experienced heartbreaking losses.
The song, performed at the memorial
service for Cassie Bernall, the teen who was
during the Columbine High School shootings after professing her faith, will prick at

necessary to have a real relationship with
Christ.
The song itself was inspired by a story
Chapman's pastor told during a sermon, the
press release said.
"He had an awesome fishing trip with a fellow pastor ...," Chapman said. "They had
gone trout fishing and found a stream that
produced a day of fishing that was a dream
come true. They were standing chest deep in
this stream catching trout left and right and
at the day's end had caught 200 fish ...."
"He said the interesting thing was all the
people standing on the shore watching
them. Nobody was catching fish from the
shore because you had to be out in the deep
water where the lish were."
SPARROW RECORDS
"Scotty related this story to the Christian
READY TO DIVE — Sparrow Records expects
life," Chapman continued, "by saying it's not
Steven Curtis Chapman's "Speechless" to be
a spectator sport ... we must get deep into
one of the year's biggest hits.
the living water to experience what it is."
Chapman also stated that his time off
rekindled the Are of his faith.
your heart as well as offer a renewed sense
'The songwriling that was done (during
of hope and encouragement. According to
the process) gave birth to a renewed sense
an article by Billboard, Sparrow Records
of awe and amazement and astonishment
has even snipped copies of "With Hope" to
that 1 hope 1 captured on this album."
the high school in Littleton, Colo, as a gesture of comfort to those involved in the
Throughout the album, Chapman seems
Columbine incident.
in awe of God's unending love and devotion.
From the signature track "Speechless" to
A mixture of emotions woven throughout
the lingering reminder "Be Still and Know,"
13 diverse songs, the album depicts real-life
fears and expectations of the Christian faith. Chapman teaches that words need not
always be expressed to relate God's aweIn "Dive," Chapman's song that is also
some power and majesty.
Liberty Student Life's theme for the year,
Chapman portrays Christianity as a wonSteven Curtis Chapman fans will also be
derful, yet intense commitment. However,
pleased to hear that the artist will be
his challenge, "sink or swim, I'm divin' in,"
appearing at the Salem Civic Center on Dec.
porlrays the determination and initiative
9 at 7:30 p.m.
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I don't think it's very good for
my credibility.

inion
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-Attorney General Janet Reno, on recent FBI
disclosures that two pyrotechnic devices were
fired at the Waco compound the day of the
lethal fire in 1993. - .
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by Neil Moree
TheSoreSpot84
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SEW '99 continues
Liberty tradition

A few minutes before Janet Reno approves a special investigation of the F.B.I.

Once again. Spiritual Emphasis Week stirred the campus for Christ Students voluntarily gave their time in preparatory prayer, and friends encouraged
the lost to accept Christ.
Those who have attended LU since their freshman year should talk to
friends at secular schools. Then, we'd really know how good we have it here.
Where else will the majority of the student body voluntarily attend evening
services three days in a row? Where else will students from all walks of life
gather togethertopray through the night?
It's not just a routine happening, either. To be sure, without the university's
annual preparations, SEW wouldn't happen. But it takes the students to
make SEW so affective, year after year.
As a university, LU's main function is to educate. But education is nothing
more than a clanging symbol without the right foundations. Here on Liberty
Mountain, people know howtobalance things out. We leave home and sacrifice our time, money and energy to get an education, but our relationship with
God still comes first.

Adventures at Day in the Park
Armed with a photocopied map and an
enthusiastic spirit, I set out Saturday for
Day In the Park. My continuing mission: to
experience during my senior year all of the
Lynchburg events I never knew existed (see
last week's column). However, this mission
had an ulterior motive.
The true question for the
event: Would Ifindany
piece of Liberty there?
Before we dive In, let's
pause for some background. Day In the Park,
sponsored by the Junior
League of Lynchburg and
Erlccson, attracts an estimated 35,000 people to
Miller Park in one afternoon each year.
While reading the literature about the
event and looking over the map of participants, I was amused. I found groups of
every shape, size and faith participating,
but none from Liberty. For as much as we
want to reach our Jerusalem and Judea
with the Gospel, I was confused. How could
LU students Ignore 35,000 people In one
afternoon?
Very easily, said Lew Welder, coordinator
of Christian and community service. He
explained Thursday that much of the planning takes place over the summer. Of
course, students are away on break and

groups are not meeting. Because most are
gone, many groups have no contacts In
Lynchburgtoprocess paperwork and pay
the feetorent a space.
However, Welder did say that LU participation would be a great opportunity and
also wondered why no
groups had ever
expressed interest
So with my map in
hand, I set out Saturday
morningtosee what we
were missing at Day In
the Park.
My first encounter
politicians running for
re-election. Of course,
they knew everyone In
town would be there.
Even some guy with two last names running on the "Wheeler Party" line was handing out business cards.
When I rounded the corner, It was like
the LU Block Party... only 15 times bigger
and with better-smelling food. People scurried between giant Inflatable play-things for
kids and petting zoos. Activities from magnet-makingtoa teddy bear check-up station (sponsored by the Lynchburg College
nursing department) were frequent stops
for kids. More free stuff flowed than Matt
Gallagher could ever give away in one
night And there was no alcohol.

chrisedwards

At LU, 'wholesome' and
'fun' make a nice pair
At other universities, students waste their education away attending frat
parties and flinging off social constraints.
By contrast, what does Liberty University offer? Wholesome, clean fun.
Not Just cheesy, third-grade fun, but the real stuff that college kids can get
into.
TaKc the BaAUmore road-trip,forexample. At a student-friendly price - Free
- a group of students toured Baltimore's Inner Harbor Saturday. For a few
dollars, some saw the Orioles play. In Just the first month here, Student Life
has slated an Impressive magic show, a contemporary Christian music concert, a late-skate and free movies to entertain students.
The Student Life office is preparing to put on another Coffee House, which
will probably be as jam-packed as Coffee Houses in prior years. Before we
leave for Christmas, we'll get the chance to attend the grand opening of the
Cafe @ David's Place, two more concerts (both at that same affordable price of
$0), and a formal dinner.
Here at LU, students have their pick of fun activities. No, not wild,
drunken parties. And no lame stuff, either. Just the real stuff, please - and
thank you.

Quotes of the week:
"So God created man in His own image; in the image of God He created htm;
male and female He created them."
-Genesis 1:27
"When love and skill work together expect a masterpiece."
-John Ruskin
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Afterwandering through the masses of
people, I am happytoreport that I didn't
run over anyone. Tryingtoread my map
was useless. Besides, the trip proved my
fears: no LU student involvment
The point We should participate everywhere else in the community. A game
booth, a food booth or Just helping with
details could accomplish so much. Handing out tracts would have been a waste. No
one would have paid attention, Just like
they ignored the politicans.
"Crusaders for Christ," a local youth
group, sang on a far-away stage around
noon. Belting out "Jesus is the Answer,"
they attracted little attention from anyone
other than their parents. Meanwhile, a
kiddie fishing booth sponsored by the
Bahai Faith, folks who believe we are all
one and unity for everyone (Buddhists,
Christians, Hindus, etc.) Is the answer,
attracted parents and their children. Who
do you think had a better chancetotalk
about their faith?
I left dejected, knowing students missed
an opportunity to exhibit a positive presence in the community. However, on my
drive home I passed the LU's Number One
Fan on the corner, waitingtocatch the bus
and wavingtoall passersby. He had campaign stickers everywhere on his trademark Liberty Basketball T-shirt
At least we were represented well.

Stay informed, reach the world
I'm used to the fast pace of technology,
and don't mind putting ittouse If It will
save me some work. I'd rather send my
pa and ma an e-mail than mess with
paper, envelopes and leftover one-cent
stamps. J u s t the same, I'd rather get my
news off the Internet than get newsprint
on my fingertips.
But there's another advantage to getting news the paperless way other than
clean fingers. On the Internet, news Is
cut up into little pieces, and comes with
colorful pictures and links to longer stories for the more Interested. For a generation X-er whose attention span was tragically shortened by years of Sesame
Street, news from the 'Net Is a lot more
digestible and flavorful than, say, the
Wall Street Journal.
But whether you like to get your news
off of a screen, between commercials, or
on crinkly paper, It's a good Idea to stay
Informed.
For one thing, you avoid looking like a
dunce. (Lewinsky? Is that an Italian dish?)
More Importantly, you can document
the path of man's depravity, and forecast
lis future direction. Want to know what
will happen If assisted suicide becomes
legal? See what's already happened In
the Netherlands. Or why there Is a rash
of high school shootings, and whether
they will continue? Editorialists have

But they knew enough about their culplenty of suggestions.
ture to communicate their radical ideas
Also, you avoid the trap of Christian
Isolation. It's fine to know the Four Spiri- without getting laughed out of town.
Laughed at, yes. But not out of town.
tual Laws. But If you don't know anyAs a Christian, you have all the
thing else about the world, people won't
answers to the world's problems within
listen to you, and you might as well start
that leather-bound compilation of Scriptalking about quantum physics.
tures you lug In your
InOsseo, Minn., a
book bag. But what
group of mothers mangood does that do, if you
aged to establish an
don't even know what
abstinence program In
the world's problems
the large, suburban
are? Yes, the world's
public-school district,
problem is sin. But sin
alongside the usual "safe
comes in a lot of differsex" program. How? For
ent packages, and each
starters, the key reformone must be unwrappec
ers "framed their camIn a slightly different
paign In rhetoric that
way to properly expose
educators could underits contents.
stand," according to an
When you finally walk away from LU
article In WORLD magazine last week.
with that scroll of paper, hopefully you'll
These mothers could have preached
have greatly enriched your mind. You
condemning sermons and portrayed sexmight even still remember the ontologlcal
educators as perpetrators of an Immoral,
argument for God's existence. But will
anti-Christian worldvlew that has conyou also know who's running for presitributed to the downfall of this nation.
dent, and why you might vote for certain
And they would have been right
candidates? Will you understand why a
Instead however, they emphasized
freedom of choice and diversity. And they hefty tax cut means so muchtoeveryone';
If you don't know what I'm talking
were Just as right. The difference was
about, pick up a newspaper the next time
that they were listened to.
I'm not advocating pragmatism. These you have a spare moment.
Or better yet, click on a Web site.
mothers didn't compromise or hide truth.

SPEAKUP!

christinaloh

What's your impression of
Liberty University?

"Most of the people
are friendly and that
makes It easy to meet
people when you're
new."

"Where I'm from people are not near this
nice.... Students
come together and
share prayers."

—Rachel Tolsma, Fr.,
Lynchburg, Va.

—Fred Johnson, Fr..
Bridgeport, Conn.
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"People are real
friendly. Teachers
really care about students,
making for a
''y^w/fa
personable atmosphere."
—Lindsee Malmstrom,
/ V Fr., Branchville, N.J.

"Spiritually on fire
for God and people
are accepting of you
no matter what."
-Kelly Krueger, Fr.,
Griswond, Conn.
"It rocks. It's a n awe3 some atmosphere."

—Jesse Strong, Fr.,
Irasburg, Va
Photos by Jessica Peterson
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Come join us at the hottest restaurant in Lynchburg since the
1950's. At the Hop, located at Candlers Mountain Road, is
your best choice for food, desserts, and ice cream around!

www.atthehop.com

10% Student Discount!
Present your student I.D. and receive 10% Off your ENTIRE check! (This offer not valid with any other discounts.)

FREE SUNDAE ! FREE ICE CREAM!FREE DRINKS!
Sundae

Night

Blast!

All day Sunday! Present this coupon
and receive one FREE Sundae for
each regular entree and
drink purchased!!
Limit two (2) per coupon.
Not valid with any other discounts.

Double

Scoop Ice Cream

Mon thru Thurs 9-11 p.m.! Present
this coupon and receive one FREE
Double Scoop Ice Cream Cone
for each regular entree and
drink purchased!

Cone!
•£&

At the Hop • 2827 Candlers Mountain Road • Lynchburg, Virginia • 804-237-8075

FREE DRINKS! FREE SUNDAE!
Thirsty

Thursday!

All day Thursday! Present this coupon
and receive one FREE Drink for each
regular entree purchased!!
Limit two (2) per coupon.
Not valid with any other discounts.

At the Hop • 2827 Candlers Mountain Road • Lynchburg, Virginia • 804-237 8075

Sundae

Night

Thursday!

All day Thursday! Present this coupon
and receive one FREE Drink for each
regular entree purchased!!
Limit two (2) per coupon.
Not valid with any other discounts.

Limit two (2) per coupon.
Not valid with any other discounts.

At the Hop • 2827 Candlers Mountain Road • Lynchburg, Virginia • 804-237-8075

Thirsty

Blast!

At the Hop • 2827 Candlers Mountain Road • Lynchburg, Virginia • 804-237-8075

2 0 % OFF!
Wonderful

All day Sunday! Present this coupon
and receive one FREE Sundae for
each regular entree and
drink purchased!!

Friday & Saturday Night
9p.m. - Midnight! Present this
coupon and receive 20% Off
your ENTIRE check!!

Limit two (2) per coupon.
Not valid with any other discounts.

Limit two (2) per coupon.
Not valid with any other discounts.

At the Hop • 2827 Candlers Mountain Road • Lynchburg, Virginia • 804-237-8075

Weekends!

At the Hop • 2827 Candlers Mountain Road • Lynchburg, Virginia • 804 237 8075
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M a r s h a l l : Thundering Herd steamrolls Flames

sp rtsupdate
Compiled from Champion resources

Serena Williams downs
Hingis for U.S. Open title
Seventeen-year-old Serena Williams became the first black
woman in 41 years to win a Grand Slam title Sunday, when she
downed Martina Hingis, 6-3. 7-6 (7-4). in the finals of the U.S.
Open.
The last black woman to win a Grand Slam was Althea Gibson in 1958. Arthur Ashe was the last black American to win a
major — Wimbledon — in 1975.
Williams, in only her second year as a pro, will rise to fourth
in the world rankings.

Fla. State keeps top spot in
coaches poll, Irish drop out
Florida State remained on top of the ESPN/USA Today
Coaches poll after a close win this weekend over Georgia Tech.
Notre Dame (1 -2) dropped from the rankings after a 28-23
loss to No. 14 Purdue. Virginia also fell from the rankings after
a 33-14 drubbing at the hands of Clemson. who lost to Marshall last week. Marshall is now ranked 25th, after pounding
Liberty. 63-3 (see story on page 12).
Tennessee (1-0) regained the number two slot, and Penn
State (3-0) fell to number three, after a close call against instate rival Pittsburgh.

Stewart captures first-ever
NASCAR win in Richmond
Rookie Tony Stewart took his long-awaited first win in the
Exide 400 Saturday night under the lights in Richmond.
Stewart became the sixth driver to win in his first year and
only the third to do so at Richmond. He now climbs to fourth in
the points standings.
Points leader Dale Jarrett raised his margin to 270 points
over second-place Mark Martin.

Baseball umpires to form
new union in latest battle
Forty umpires have decided to form an alternative union
after the recent resignation controversy.
Twenty-two umpires lost their jobs last week after a failed
bargaining tactic by Richie Phillips, head of the current
umpires union.

Continued from page 1
to nullify Liberty's goose egg.
The ensuing kick-off was
returned for a 93-yard touchdown. On the next possession
Newsome was steam rolled into
the Thundering Herd turf.
Unable to even walk off the
field. Newsome never re-entered
the game. The score stood at
49-3 at the end of the third
quarter.
The fourth quarter opened
with another Marshall touchdown in the first two minutes.
Stacey Nobles continued to lead
Liberty in rushing, "I hadn't
even thought about it (breaking

the LU record), that's something
the Lord has blessed me with,
and when it happens, it happens," he said. Marshall
started its last drive with 2:35
left in the game when Josh
Lohri gained 7 yards to complete Marshall's last touchdown
to end the game 63-3.
"Our focus has been all week
to come up here and glorify
God, I think we did that
tonight," said Nobles.
The attitude of the Flames
this year is totally different and
according to Nobles, "I think the
Lord is really going to bless us,"
he said. The Flames take on
Tennessee Tech next weekend.

W'soccer moves
to 2-2 after
weekend split
By Brooke Herrman, assist, sports ed.

The Lady Flames soccer
team split two this weekend.
LU beat Ball State 1 -0, and lost
to Marshall 1-0. The weekend's
games put Liberty's record up
to (2-2).
In Youngstown, Ohio Saturday, Breanna Jacinto scored
the lone goal as the Flames slid
by Ball State in the Penguin
Cup women's soccer tournament. Jacinto continued to
prove herself as a strong tackier and a smart player throughout the game.
The ladies fell short of the
win against Marshall on Friday,
also at the tournament. On the
offense, Emily Shodin led the

Flames in shots on goal with
five. On defense, Liberty goalkeeper Addy Allen totaled two
saves against Marshall.
Marshall took nine shots on
Liberty's goal before they were
successful. Lindsay Jayjack
made the only goal for Marshall
22 minutes into the game.
Michelle Moss acquired the
assist. Jayjack also led in
shots against the Flames.
The Flames take on the
Fighting Christians Sept. 18 as
Elon travels to Lynchburg. The
Lady Flames will attempt to
raise their .500 record up a
notch. Come support the
women's soccer team at home
at 2 p.m.

TED NEUMANN

CRUNCH TIME — Running back Watt Heilig (19) scampers towarda first
down against the Marshall defense Saturday.

Increase your community presence
Read Chris' column, page 8

Kelly's Magic Tanning Salon
Now One Month Unlimited

8.00
5 visits
10 visits
20 visits
30 visits

$10.00
$20.00
$30M
$50.00

Prices Guaranteed!
American Exercise Gym
Only $17 a month
-no c o n t r a c t s
-no down p a y m e n t s

45-8169
014 M e m o r i a l Ave
ynchburg

24501
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Your Online College Bookstore

Save up to 40% on n e w textbooks.
Get them in 1-3 business days. Guaranteed.
* Books delivered in no more than three business days or your shipping is refunded. Some restrictions apply. See www.varsitybooks.com for details.
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S o c c e r : Flames defeat Lions in OT

letters

Congrats for the LU
football experience

A word from the AD
about LU football
Dear Editor:
I would liketoCommend the liberty University
students who attended ourfirsthome football
game against Virginia Union on September 4.
t h e student section was wett-poputated at the
beginning of the game. I anticipated a mass exodus as the rain started just before Mckoffand continued throughout the contest I was very
impressed that the majority of our students stayed
well into the fourth quarter. 1 am encouraged to
know that they are willing to do that to show support for our football team and university.
We all thank God for the rain that we so desperately needed. We can only imagine what kind of
crowd we would have had if it had notrained.
I would also like to thank the "Fill the Stadium''
Committee, headed by Athletic Budget/Marketing
Director Mickey Guridy, and Assistant AD for Football Operations. Paul RurJgliano. for their efforts
that encouraged the fans to attend, Because of the
rain the BB&Tposters that werenotgiven away will
be passed out at our next home game, Sept.25
against Fayetteville State, at 7:30 p.m.. U.S. Cellular has provided water bottles to be given away at
this game also.
Students are reminded to bring their ticket from
the door hangerstothe game to be eligiblefordrawl s prizes that wffl be given away.
Thanks again toall who attended the game. We
look forward to seeingyou again.
Sincerely,
Kim Graham
Director ofAthletics

Read the

Dear Editor
My wife and I visited our daughter, Allison
Evans, this past weekend and took in ourfirstcollege football game. Although we left in the second
quarter (we had a swim meet In our clothes), we
were abletowatch the remainder of the game on
TV. For your interest, here are my observations:
1. The student body was most generous in their
offers to share umbrellas and the like.
2. The seating at the stadium was great.
3. The TV camera work and the announcers
weretopnotch.
4. The football team itself showed outstanding
character. Not only did they hang tough when in
the early game it appears as if they were at a disadvantage, but 1 noticed the Liberty players routinely
assisted VUU players up after the play, and
engaged in positive conversation with them. I didn't
notice VUU players extending the same courtesy to
Liberty.
5. You have lots to be proud of. We probably
won't be able to come down again until basketball
season, but are looking forward to that experience
as well.
Whereas in all your sports.lhe players are there
to win, wouldn't it be great when we all get home,
what counted the most was not the victory over a
Marshall U, but the victories won when a player is
tempted to play dirty, but doesn't or is baited into
trash talk, but turns the other cheek (and then
goes and plays hisi heart put again)? The testimony
of the teamby victories is effective, but even more
effective will be the spiritual victories oh and off the
field. May God bless your student-athletes, their
coaches and spiritual mentors, and your administration of these vital activities throughout the year.
Sincerely,
Mr. and Mrs. Brent Evans
Fairfax, Va.

mouth of the goal and past
Lions goalkeeper Greg Welgal for
the game-winning goal. Si r<
but the Wake defense played
gave
credit to his teammate
strong and held LU from netting
on
his
great pass. "Adampui a
the equalizer.
perfect
ball right to me and all I
According to LU Head Coach
had
to
do
was put it In,
Bill Bell, the loss was not all for
— » . — Streets.
naught.
McLean was
"I really liked how
impressed with th
we stepped up our
feisty Mars Hill team
game when we were
who clawed until
down to 10 men,"
very end. "They gave
Bell said. "We chalus a fight. •'"'•
lenged them (WF) in
- T r o y McLean, midfielder/forward
%% started slowly but
the second half. We
were able to pull it
needed another 10
out," said McLean.
more minutes. I was happy that
answer the early goal by the
we almost stayed with it and
The Flames improved theii
Lions.
almost pulled it out with 10
record (3-1,1-0 BSC) with the
Both teams continued to batmen."
win. Liberty now has a week off
tle for the go-ahead goal in the
and then will lace Big South
second half but strong defensive
Liberty hoped to regroup and
Conference foe Charleston
efforts sent the game into a 15turn around its misfortunes
Southern on Sept. 18. "1 hit will
minute OT period.
against highly regarded Division
be a big game. We just havi
II Mars Hill Lions (1-4). But the
LU instantly appeared to be
come out hard and pick
Lions had other plans early as
the superior team in the extra
win," said Gill. Liberty'1
senior forward Andy Thompson
minutes. Adam Gill sent a perhome game is schedule
broke away and beat LU goalfect cross pass to Streets who
Sept. 21 against Longwood.
keeper Dean Short.
headed the ball through the

Continued from page 1

The Flames used the goal as a
wake-up call and seemed to take
control of the match, but were
not able to finish on scoring
opportunities until Avilez rocketed a shot into the corner of the
goal at the 44th minute to

They gave us a fight, and we
started slowly but were able to
pull it out.
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The University Area's
finest selection of sports
nutrition supplements,
sports bars, magazines,
and more...

Village Courts
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"We're your on-campus florist that
meets all your needs!

Shopping Center
4119BoonsboroRd.
(next to Kroger)

386-9270
2 0 % off with this add
Expires 9 / 3 0 / 9 9

$2 off any purchase
of $20 or more
with this ad only!

Not in Conjunction with other
offers or Gold Card Discounts

C l a s s i f i e d s
Business Hours:
8 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Monday-Friday
Deadline:
4:30 p.m.
8 days prior to
publication

Rates:
Open/Commercial

Attention Getters
Bold 1st line
:
Large 1st line (12 pt) . .1 time charge
XLarge 1st line (14 pt) .1 time charge

$3.67- 1st 15 words
240 each word over 15

Student/Faculty Rate*:
$2.75 - 1st 15 words
180 each word over 15
*Non commercial only.

(804) 582-2128

Symbols
Small (10 pt)
Large (12 pt)
XLarge (14 pt)

Champion Special:**
40% off after first run of ads with 3 or more runs.
**Rates only apply to local or student/faculty. NO CHANGES.
ALL CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING IS PREPAID
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'93 XR250 Honda Enduro, original
owner, 2K miles, excellent cond,
too many extras to list, better than
new, no disappointments, $2,600,
525-8896
Own your own place, less than
renting. Mobile home, great location, near LU, central.
919-735-6842
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Star Fitness-Help Wanted. Sports
majors, trainers FT-PT flexible
hours. No calls. Apply in person with
resumd

Buy i t , Sell i t ,
Trade i t , Get i t ,
Rest i t , Fi»d i t .
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500
$1.00
$1.50

Symbols to choose

2 BR apartment new carpet, new
linoleum,
across
from
Shoney's/IHOP.
$400/mo.
846-1839
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1 time charge
1 time charge
1 time charge

Stars: • • •
Checks: • • •
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Call (804)582-3128
to place your ad.
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$1.00
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FREE BABY BOOM BOX + EARN
$1200! Fundraiser for student groups
& organizations. Earn up to $4 per
MasterCard app. Call for info or visit
our website. Qualified callers receive
a FREE Baby Boom Box.
1-800-932-0528 ext. 119 or ext. 125
www.ocmconcepts.com
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• 9/18 LU at CSU
• 9/21 Longwood at LU, 7

WOMEN'S SOCCER
• 9/18 Eton at LU, 2 p.m.
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• 9/17-18 at Florida State
Classic, Tallahassee, Fla.
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• 9/25 Virginia Ten Miler,
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Men's X-C wins UVa. title
By Tim Holland, reporter

brookeherrmann

FSU is #1
As the tomahawks fly In Tallahassee, Fla. all I can think about
is how the Seminoles are going to
the top this year! For all of you
Gator fans you may just want to
skip reading this column and
check out the rest of the sports
pages.
Now that the NCAA football
season has begun, I believe it's
time to look at the teams who will
make it when it boils down to the
National Championship.
Obviously. FSU has the advantage this year with wide receiver
Peter Warrick in the running for
the Heisman Trophy. Warrick
had a career-high tying nine
receptions for 121 yards and ran
twice for 41 yards in the Seminoles season opener. Louisiana
Tech fell to FSU 41-7. Chris
Weinke is back after his neck
injury and is also a Heisman candidate. Weinke may be a little
rusty but his shotgun arm will
undoubtedly pull through for
FSU.
Penn State has the number
two spot, and is already 3-0.
Aaron Harris is the Nittany Lions
most experienced runner. Back
after two years of rehabilitating
his blown out knee, Harris aver- .
aged 8.2 yards per carry for 82
yards in Penn State's first game of
the season. In 1996 Harris averaged 5.6 yards per carry for 587
yards before his injury. His
improvement is what will keep the
Lions ahead of the pack.
At number three is where Tennessee will end up. Sure they
won it all last year by taking out
my team, but not this year. The
Seminoles are taking out the Volsl
With Tee Martin back and his arm
at full strength, Tennessee is a
shoe-in for the top five.
The University of Florida will
most likely be settling for number
four this year. It's talented quarterback Doug Johnson has finally
dedicated his off-season to training for the first time. Yes, I am
aware of the fact that the Gators
have a new defensive coordinator
named Jon Hoke, but I see no
miracles happening this season.
MSNBC does not agree with me
on my ranking of the Gators.
They feel that some how the University of Florida will pull through
and beat out the underdog reputation that the Gators have so
properly earned. I highly doubt it!
Nebraska will hold the number
five ranking. In it's season opener
it beat Iowa 42-7.
Nebraska's powerful tandem
quarterbacks Bobby Newcombe
and Eric Crouch are going to be
key in keeping the Cornhuskers
in the top five. Newcombe beat
out Crouch for the starting position, and completed 7 of 10
passes for 128 yards and an
interception against Iowa.
Nebraska is also 2-0.
According to the Coaches Poll,
Michigan will end up number five.
Sure Michigan is great and all,
but I am not going to put it in my
top-five pick. The AP Top Ranktng's are right on in that 1 have
placed my teams five for five. So
write me and tell me what team
you think will try to beat out my
Seminoles on the way to the top.

The men's Cross Country team
snatched the top five spots en route to a
first-place finish in the University of
Virginia Lou Onesty Invitiational Saturday.
Senior Stephen Githuka, fresh off a
win last week at the William & Mary
Cross Country Relay, won the eightkilometer race in 25:27.60. Classmate
Brian Kiprono took second (26:00.30)
and freshman Josh Zealand captured
third (26:02.40). Junior Bruce Kite finished fourth (26:11.60) and senior
John Khan finished fifth, in a time of
26:20.90.

The men's team victory was the first
ever at this event.
The women's team finished fourth in
their five kilometer race, led by freshman Rebecca Parsons' tenth-place finish (19:12.50). Junior Tracy Hoare followed in 11th, with a time of 19:17.30.
Senior Tammi Green finished 18th
(19:37.50). Overall, the women were
encouraged with the result and felt they
could only improve after this race.
The meet featured competition from
UVa., William & Mary and James Madison.
Both teams return to action in
Lynchburg's own Virginia Ten Miler
Sept. 26 at 8:30 a.m.

FILE PHOTO

RUNNING AWAY — Cross Country runner Stephen Githuka in action at last year's 10-miler.
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Volleyball
splits matches
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Marshall 63, Liberty 3
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at NC state i| Herd tramples Flames
By Brooke Herrmann, assist sports ed.

Invitational

As Christian Newsome closed the two
teams in prayer a hush came over Marshall University Stadium. Finally the
Flames got a hint of respect on the football field. The Liberty Flames were
snuffed out by the Marshall Thundering
Herd 63-3, on Saturday in Huntington,
W. Va. The few but proud LU fans stood
tall in the midst of 26,000 green and
white Herd fans.
Not wishing to repeat a Wofford game
where Marshall nearly lost to the I-AA
school, the Herd made sure to let the
Flames know who they were playing.
Liberty hasn't played a I-A school
since 1994 when it lost to Toledo 47-37.
Ranked 27th in the major polls, the
Herd didn't expect the Flames to hold on
like they did.
"They played with a lot of emotion and
intensity," Marshall quarterback and
Heisman candidate Chad Pennington
said.
In the first three plays of the game.
Liberty stumbled with a fumble, which
led to the Herd's first drive, followed by a
touchdown two minutes into the game.
Omy six minutes later Pennington threw
a 40-yard pass to John Cooper for
another touchdown. The Herd led the
Flames 14-0 at the end of the first quarter.
Aaron Sykes intercepted Pennington's pass to give Liberty possession at
the start of the second quarter. An interception gave MU the ball, which allowed
them another opportunity to score. With
11:11 still left in the second, Pennington
rushed for the touchdown.
Walt Heilig stepped up, rushing 12
yards to give Liberty a first down, only to
have Newsome's pass intercepted. After
completing Marshall's first fourth down
in the game, Pennington rushed for

By Leneta Lawing, reporter

Although the Lady Flames volleyball
team got off to a rough start this season;
things seem to be looking up. The team
traveled to Raleigh, N.C. this past weekend to participate in the North Carolina
State Invitational.
On Saturday, the Lady Flames began
competition against Campbell. In the
match, the Lady Flames racked up three
wins. Senior Anthonia Akpama, who
was named to the all-tournament team,
recorded 17 kills, while senior Kyrie
Dorn had 16. Sophomore setter Michelle
Howland had 41 assists in three games.
"It was neat to come back in the third
game," Coach Chris Phillips said. "It was
a good game to start slow, but be able to
finish strong."
Dorn felt good about the team's performance in the match. Despite her
shoulder loosening up, she still got the
job done when it was critical.
"Our team stayed together and
played well," Dorn said. "It was a good
comeback and we stuck together."
After the early morning match, the
Lady Flames rested up in preparation
for their evening match against UMBC.
Once again, Akpama showed herself
strong with 18 kills. Howland had 43 of
the 44 assists in the game. In spite of
the good show by Akpama and Howland, the Lady Flames could not pull off
the win.
"This was a game we should not have
lost." Phillips said. "It is hard to win in a
rally scoring game. We made our own
mistakes, and we need to correct them."
In Friday's competition, the Lady
Flames scored another match win.
Akpama had 18 kills and Howland had
41 assists, which were the only assists
recorded in the three game match.

TED NEUMANN

THATLL LEAVE A MARK— Quarterback Christian Newsome completes a pass before
getting sacked by two Marshall players.

another 1-yard touchdown. As the half
finally came to an end, David Foye
caught a 29-yard pass for yet another
Marshall touchdown, going into halfume
35-0.
With 82 yards covered in 13 plays and
10:55 left in the third, Marshall scored
again. Then Trey Miller caught a 33-

yard pass by Newsome to put Liberty on
the Marshall 20-yard line. Stacey Nobles
rushed 8 yards setting up Jay Kelley
with afieldgoal attempt. Kelley was successful from the 29-yard line.

Please see MARSHALL, page 10
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'soccer splits a pair
By Doug Stewart, reporter

JOHN FISHER

JUST FOR KICKS — LU senior Troy McLean takes the ball down the field to secure the
victory over Mars Hill Saturday. The Flames won 2-1.

Going into the 1999 campaign, the
LU men's soccer team knew that one of
the major keys to a successful season
was to create a solid chemistry within
the team early in the year. After three
matches and a 2-1 record, that chemistry has not yet completely molded.
But, a close game loss at the hands of
Wake Forest, 2-1, and an overtime victory over Mars Hill, 2-1, may be the
shot in the arm that will allow LU to
take off this season.
Last week's matches featured an
exceptional Wake Forest team and a
solid Division 11 opponent, Mars Hill.
Coming off of a solid victory against
Radford, the Flames knew that this
would be one of their toughest tests of
the season. Liberty showed its unlim-

ited potential by sticking with and
almost defeating the highly touted
Demon Deacons, who feature the top
ranked recruiting class in the nation.
Liberty shocked the Deacons early
when sophomore Jason Streets put the
Flames ahead with a goal at the 10:48.
The goal came off of a corner kick by
Derek Avilez. However, Wake Forest
answered with two Chris Lonteen goals
within a three-minute span midway
through the first half.
Mistakes began to hamper LU late
in the half when freshmen Chase Perry
was handed a red card, leaving the
Flames down a man for the remainder
of the match. Liberty began to play
better short handed in the 2nd half,

Please see SOCCER, page 11

